
 
MINUTES 

11/18/21 SITE COUNCIL MEETING 
 
 
In attendance:  Steve Simondet, Karen Holly, Abby Gaul, Randy Hedlund, Mary Manor, Cheryl  
Persigehl, Irene Mineoi, Anita Newhouse, Hillary Oppmann, John Hoch, Dan Marshall, Muna 
Galman, Amy Smith, Sharon Powell, Mark Muller, Josh Pool, Brian Cornell, Kelly Barnhill, Robin 
Scott, Colleen Lindstrom, Molly Madland, Christine Douglas, Megan O’Reilly, Kari Cornell, 
Michael Duenes, and Sarah Lahm. 
 
Warm Welcome:  Everyone introduced themselves and stated a fun fact about themselves. 
 
Approval:  The minutes from the last Site Council meeting 10/14/21 were not available. 
 
Principal’s Report: 
We had some fights on Monday, November 15th. 
Communication went out to families. 
School has gone well since then. 
The students involved were dealt with. 
We’re going to be doing lessons and restorative measures in social studies classes. 
Monday, November 22nd, students and staff are going to the Davis Center to help reset South’s 
climate.   
Other measures being taken – legal rights center will be available in January, the Area 
Superintendent is spending time at South, and in the Spring we’ll be hiring a new Principal. 
 
On a more positive note:   
PUSH meetings are being well attendance.   
Second quarter has started. 
Burlington Store donated $25,000.00 to teachers to buy whatever materials they needed for 
their classrooms from websites provided.   
Family tours being scheduled. 
The Barn Dance was a little difficult with no bussing and venue prices so high.  It was held on 
the practice field which was decorated.  Food trucks were available.  Students still had a good 
time. 
Picture day was held October 25th.  Picture retakes are December 1st. 
We still struggle with staffing shortages but continue to hire qualified candidates. 
Thanksgiving break is coming up. 
Winter sports have started. 
It’s American Indian Recognition Week. 



Friday, November 19th, was the fall musical.  It was fantastic and in person. 
 
Floor was open for discussion: 
Parents/staff felt it was tough not to have information.  
“What’s the true story”? – one student bumped into another student and a fight started.  Steve 
called a code red because he felt the situation was becoming unsafe.   
There were 3 fights in a row is unusual so we locked down. 
Parents asked the difference between a code red and a code yellow – Red is the building is 
locked down and lights are off.  Code yellow means doors are locked but classes continue as 
usual. 
It was Steve’s error to call a Code Red but it did work to restore safety. 
Unfortunately, code red infers a more severe situation which caused rumors. 
Stories from the students were overblown.  Parents and students feared the worse.  In 
actuality, the truth was somewhere in the middle. 
A new term has been introduced – Tiger Pause – which is something to be used instead of 
calling a code. 
One parent said he appreciated that Steve errored on the side of safety.   
Parents are concerned about who and what is coming in and out of the building.  Should we 
keep an open campus at lunchtime? 
Should implement planning and listening circles to hear what parents know. 
The school’s safety plan is being reviewed with administration and district tomorrow. 
We have hired more staff. 
There was frustration due to lack of communication from us.  Then parents didn’t like the 
communication that was sent.  Would like to revise crisis communication. 
The district can’t give student details but parents wonder why they can’t get specifics about the 
event itself. 
There are some communication delays just due to having to get communication in writing plus 
translated. 
Communication – 
 Staff did well with students because code red was scary to them. 

Students were texting home which was a scary thing since communication hadn’t come 
out. 

 There was a feeling that the district was trying to cover things up. 
Then the communication came from someone they didn’t know and seemed as though 

they were minimizing the situation.  
Someone else sent out their own communication that caused rumors. 
Would rather hear from the school directly. 
Translation is important. 
Would like to see better, faster, and local communication. 

 



School Safety – 
Terrence Roberts is our district safety person.  How can parents get information to him 

asap? 
 We need people to report social media threats or information to us. 
 Bathrooms are unsafe. 
               What positions do we have – EMSS is Terrence Roberts who works for the district but is 

housed out of South High.  SSPAs do suspensions, mediations, and student 
engagement.  We have security staff that sit at the welcome and snack shack 
doors. 

                We’re building relationships with students because they’ll tell us what’s going on. 
                Need to communicate who students can talk to. 
What are staff seeing and what do they need?   
How do we know whose coming and going from the building? 
We have a new system at the front desk. 
All doors are locked during the day but you can still exit through most – an alarm will sound. 
Has any staff been trained on de-escalation methods? 
Mental health issues on the rise and it’s everywhere. 
Need to reset the climate.  Assemblies were planned but were postponed. 
   
 
  
 
 

 
  
  
 
 

  
 

 
  
  
 
 
  


